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Beste collega’s,

Hierbij een kort verslag van de prepatory meeting voor het EU IT Forum op 27 oktober
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II. Prepatorv meeting met IS. internetbedrijven en NGO’s 27/10 Art. 10 Lid 2e
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___________

• De volgende dag vond onder leiding van Cie lArt. 10 Lid 2e de tweede
prepatory meeting plaats van LS, internetbedrijven en NGO’s.IArt. 11 Lid 1 1
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NGO’s uit verschillende LS lArt 10 Lid 2a en Facebook, Google/Youtube,
Twitter, Ask FM.
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RAN Centre of Excellence Issue Paper: Counter-Narratives and Alternative Narratives1

October 2015

This Issue Paper is provided in support of the European Commission’s preparatory EU IT Forum

workshop, “Countering Violent Extremism: Online Communicadons”, held on 27Ch October 2015.

The following quesdons are addressed:

1. How do counter-narradves and alternative narratives2play a role in prevendon of radicalisadon?

2. What do successful counter-narrative and altemative narrative campaigns look like?

3. What are the obstacles to designing and delivering effective campaigns from an industry,

government and practidoner perspective and how can they be overcome?

4. How can and shouLd success be measured?

5. \Vhat can the foliowing stakeholders offer to boost counter-narrative and alternadve narrative

campaigns, inciuding: govemments, civil society and CVE practitioners, private sector industries

inciuding tech, social media and advertising, and R.AN?

The key argument outlined in this paper is:

• There remains a very large gap between the volume and quality of counter- and alternative
narrative campaigns and the propaganda machine of ISIL and other estremist groups.

• The primary obstacle to producing more and better quality counter- and alternative narratives is

the lack of government, civii society and industry partnerships that are productive, sustained and

long-term — vith proportionate levels of resource.

• One of the solutions is to create innovative funding models and structures that cornbine

government resources with support and experdse from tech, social media, and advertising

companies to support civil society practitioners and grassroots networks in a manner that is

sustained and long-term, with creative freedom and rigorous measurement.

• Governments have the resources and modvation to fund counter-narrative campaigns. They can

encourage partnerships between civil society and industries, such as tech and social media.

Existing funding mechanisms at EU and national level should be leveraged to a maximum to

support such partnership initiatives. Hete, the EU RAN CoE could provide an important

platform for innovative solutions benveen government, industry and CVE practitioners.

This paper draws upon the insights and lessons leamed from the RAN @ working group, the RAN

Collection of Approaches and Practices and other research materials related to this topic.

1. The role of counter- and alternative narratives in prevention of radicalisation

Exposure to exr.remist propaganda — both online and offline — is critical to the process of radicalisation.

Extremist narratives are effective because of their simplicity, their use of scapegoating, and their

emotional appeals to fear, anger, shame and honour. Their messages are crafted to exploit identity issues

that many young people may be experiencing. It is upon this scaffolding that their violent and

1 .Authors: Institiitefor Strategic Dia/ogue in cooperation with R.4N C’entre ofExce//ence

2 Government strategic communications are presented in Table 1 below, but are not the core focus in this paper.
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exclusionary ideologies are buik. But the rnanner of transmission is equally vital. Popular extremist

propaganda often inciudes: high production value, the use of fastpaced editing, music and a charismatic

narrator, and a eaU to action. The professional and sophisticated use of social media by TSE. in particular

bas been a game-changer.

Extren3ists are also populating the spaces where young people consume and share information, socialise

and are socialised. \Vhile they are increasingly making use of the so-called ‘Dark Net’3, but the majority of

their efforts are focused on mainstream sites: Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram, \VhatsApp,

Reddit, Snapchat, Ask fm and Kik.

The role of the Internet in the process of radicalisation has been the subject of academic debate, with

research suggesting that radicalisation required an offline ‘radicaliser’.5 But the rise of social media, and its

prominence in the lives of teenagers has dramatically changed in recent years and consequendy changes

how we should thi.nk about the radicalisation challenge.

Insights from research underline why counter-narratives and alternative narratives must be central to

CVE efforts. Formner extremists cite exposure to alternative sources of information; exposure of

hypocrisy and bes of extremists; or boredom in contrast to the excitement painted by extiemist

propaganda) as key reasons for their disengagement. Counter-narratives and alternative narratives

deliver these messages. °

Research from public health campalgns, for example, shows the potential impact for shifting attitudes and

behaviours when communication campaigns are sustained, weil-targeted and of a scale that is
proportional to the problem.7 In terms of counter-narratives and altemnative narratives more specifically,

Bartlett, Jamie (2014), The Dark Net — Inside the Dtgita/ Undennorid. London: William Heinemann.
Carter, Joseph A., Maher, Shiraz and Neumann, Peter R. (2014), #Greenl.’irds: Measming Importance and I,f/uence in

Syrian Forngn F,ghter Networks, International Centre for the Study of Radicalisation and Political Violence. Available
at: hrtp: //icsr.info/vp-content/uploac1s/201 5/09/ICSR-Report-Victiins-Perpertrators-Assets-The-Narratives-of
lslamic-State-Defectors.pdf.

See for example: Kruglanski, Arie W. et al. (2014), The PchoIq of Radicaliation and DeradicaliZa/inn: How Signi/ïcance
nest Impacis Violent Extremism, Advances in Political Psvchology, Vol. 35 (1). Available at:
http: / /gelfand.umd.edu/KniglanskiGelfand(201 4).pdf.
Von Behr, mes, Reding, Anaïs, Edwards, Charlie and Gribbon, Luke (2013) Radicalisation in the digital era: the use of the
internet in 15 cases of terrorism and extremisrn, RAND Corporation. Available at:
h: / /nv.rand.org/content/ dam/rand/pubs/research reports/RR400/RR453 /RAND RR453.pdf. Koebler,
Daniel (2014), The R.adica/ On/ine: Indiidua/ Radica/isation Pro ces.res and the Rok of the Internet, Journal for Deradicalization

\Vinter 2014/15, Vol 1. Available at: lit://3ournals.sfti.ca/jd/index.php/d/anicle/ev/8.
Holt, Tom; Freilich, Joshua D.; Chermak, Steven and McCauley, Clark (2015), Politica/ radica/iZatioli oiz the Inlernet:
Ext,vp,ist content, government control, and the power of victim andjihad videos, Dynamic s of Asysnrnetaic Conflict, Special
Issue, Vol 8 (2) .Available at: http: / /www. tandfonline.com/doi/ahs/ 10.1080/17467586.2015.1065101

See for example: Sieckelinck, Dr. Stin and De Winter, Prof. Dr. Micha (eds., 2015), Forviers and Fami/ies—
Transitio na!jonruejs 1,1 and aal ofextrrmisms in the United Kingdom, Denmark and The Nether/ands, N anonal Coordinator for
Security and Counterterromism, Ministry of Security andjustice, Denmark.
Neumann, Peter R. (2015), Victi.’ns, Petpetrators, Assets: The T\Tarratives of Islamic State Defectors, International Centre for
the Study of Radicalisanon and Political Violence. Available at: hmj/icsr.info/wp
content/uploads/201 5/09/1CSR-Keport-Victims-Perpertrators-Assets-The-Narrarives-of-Islamnic-State-
Defectors.pdf.

Lu.ndgren, R. E. and McMakin, A. H. (eds) (2013) Pab/ic Health Campaigns, in Risk Com,minication, Fifth Edition,
John \Viley & Sons, mc., Hoboken, NJ, USA. Cheng, [-Tong; Kotler and Lee, Nancy R. (2011) Philip and Social
Marketingfor Public Health — G/oba/ Trends and Success Stones Sudbur, Massachusetts: Jones and Bartlett Publishers.
Durkin, Sarah; Brennan, Emilv and \ValceEeld, Melanie (2012), Mais Media campaigns to promote smoking cessation among
adit/is: mi iiitegratiue review, Tobacco Control, Vol 21 (2).
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there remains a large gap in knowledge and research on the effectiveness of counter-.narrative and

alternative narrative campaigns because there have been lirnited numbers of high-quahty campaigns to

date. Anecdotal knowledge of impact exists and is presented here, but a better understanding requires a

substantial scale-up in volume and type of counter- and alternative narratives, with appropriate and

sophisticated measurement tools. Moreover, the processes of radicalisatinn and deradicalisation are

complex and involve multiple factors, making it difficult to identify and draw a causal link between

changes in attitudes and behaviours, and counter- or alternative narrative campaigns.

One of the key challenges in the counter-narrative spaces is understanding precisely what the term refers

to, and the different types of ‘counter-messagi.ng’ or ‘counter-narratives’ that exist. Table 1 below outlines

different types of counter-narratives, which inciudes alternative narratives, counter-narratives and

government strategic communications. The table provides an indication of what each type involves, their

key characteristics, and xvhich stakeholders should be delivering which types.

Table 1. Types of counter-narratives8

What Why How Who
Alternative Narratives Undercut violent extremist Positive story about social values, Civil society or

narratives by focusing on vhat tolerance, operiness, freedom and government
we are ‘for’ rather than democracy

• ‘against’

Counter Narratives Directly deconstruct, discredit Challenge of ideologies through Civil society
and demystify violent emotion, theology, humour,
etremist rnessaging exposure of hypocrisy, hei and

untruths
Government strategic Undercut extremist narratives refuting misinformation, and Government
communications by explaining government developing relationihips with key

pohicy and rationale constituencies and audiences

In adclition to the different types of counter-narratives, determiriing where the target audience — whether

it is taking place ‘upstream’ ie. counter-radicalisation (broader messaging to young people to act as

prevention against extremist narratives), or downstream ie. de-radicalisation (inciuding one-to-one

messaging with individuals who already hold radical views), as oudined in the figure below, is vital to

success. Failure to fully consider the appropriate type of rnessage and how it matches to the target

audience is the most comrnon mistake and obstacle to effective campaigns. °

Briggs, Rachel and Feve, Sebastien (2013), Review of Prqgrarns to Cowzter Narrativer of Violent Extrernism, Institute for
Strategic Dialogue. Available St: http: / /www.strategicdialqgue.org/CounterNarrativesFN20l 1 .pdf.
9 Institute for Strategic Dialogue (2012), Proposed Po/ig Ricommendationsfor the I-lg/i Level confere,ice, First Working
Group Session on ‘Exploring innovative ways in which the internet and social media may contribute to the flght
against violent extremism’, RANG Working Group en Internet and Social Media, December 2012. Avaiiable at:
http:I /wia’w.strategicdialogue.org/proposed policv recommençlatioiis ran at en.pdf
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Dovnstrcam (Dc-radicabation)

Upstream (Counrer-radicalisatiori)

Examples of counter-narrative campaigns — inciuding where they sit on the radicalisation spectrum — are
included in the Annex to this paper.

2. What makes a successful canipaign?

The key to designing a successful campaign is correct identification and understanding of the chosen
target audience and where they are situated on the radicalisation spectrum. This will impact on the types
of messages, messengers and mediums that are used. RAN@ Working Group meetings and pilot projects
have highlighted how user behaviours that cao inform how counter-narratives and alternative narratives
can be targeted in prevention. For example, on YouTube, users tend to search for a video and thea
browse related content, thus browser behaviour is a key strategic level consideration. A combination of
network and content analysis can aflow organisations to 1) develop strategies to disrupt certain clusters, 2)
develop and position counter-messaging, and 3) evaluate the impact of projects at the strategic level. 10

Principles drawn from previous campaigns stress the following insights for designing successful
campaigns.

• Develop a theory ofchange c5- know your audience. Careful planning and design, inciuding
development of a theory of change, is vital. Key questions to ask are:

o Who do you want to influence?
o What influences them (eg., facts, emotions, satire, which credible voices)?
o Where do they congregate / what platforms do they use?

o What are your outcomes / measurables?

• Target audiences know best. Campaign content that is co-created vith individuals in the target

audience (or forrnerly in the target audience, as in the case of foriner extremists) will have rnost

resonance. Content should be market-tested with different segments of the target audience through
an iterative process.

• Get the timing right. The best campaign could fail if timing is wrong. Rapid response capabilides

are required to capitalise on unanticipated events, social media campaigris or announcements.

‘ Instit-ute for Strategic Dialogi.ae (2013), Fina/Meeling Repart, Second Working Group Session on Bdnging together
government, civil society and the technology sector to explore effective counter-narradve strategies to caunter
extrernism online. ‘,RAN@ Working Group on Internet and Social Media, March 2013.
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• Emotions are more important than evidence. Facts and statistics can be dismissed or obfuscated

by opposing statistics. Appeals with emotional resonance have greater power.

• Campaigns should be sustained, rather than sporadic. Estremist narratives teil a continuing —

albeit highly manipulated — story. Counter-narrative campaigns implemented over a sustained period

of time will have more impact than one-off efforts.

• Professionalism and production quality are vital. The quahty — and style — of production are

critical to legitirnacy and appeal, pardcularly for younger audiences.

• Going viral is not the aim. Gomg viral implies untargeted and unpredictable. By contrast,

successful counter-narratives may be highly targeted to specific audiences and platforms.

• Link between online and offline. Successful counter-narradve campaigns are often linked to offline

actions, for example, Exit Deutschiand’s T-shirt campaign, or Hope Not Hate’s combination of

online campaigns and offline comniunity mobilisation.

• Humour and satire can be effective. Humour has historically played an effective role in

undermining extremists (eg. with the Ku Klus Klan in the IJS). Satire or humour can be an effective

engagement tool.

3. Obstacles to designing effective campaigns

The key obstacle to increasing the volume and quality of counter- and alternative narratives is

governments, civil society practitioners and private sector companies working together in productive,

long-term partnership. Governments, the private sector and civil society practitioners all have a role to

play, and each possess a part of the solution. But equally each faces challenges which can make effective

partnership working extremely difficult.

• Governments have reach and resources, particularly in promoting alternadve narratives. But they:

o Lack cred.ibility as effective messengers with target audiences (often government

endorsement can act as a ‘kiss of death’ for potentially credible rnessages and messengers),

o Are risk-averse in terms of the types of messages that they are comfortable supporting (e.g.

messages that criticise foreign policy, or are more radical by nature).

• Civil society practitioners (inciuding grassroots networks) can provide counter-narrative

campaigns with credible messengers who ensure that the message is delivered in a trustworthy and

convincing manner. But they:

o Lack fünding, resources and expertise in digital marketing and measurement analytic tools.

o Are often unable to take a long—term, strategic view because what funding they do receive is

predominantiy piecemeal and one-off rather than sustained and long-term, which

dramatically undermines their ability to vork effectively.

o May have difficulty finding and supporting credible messengers (inciuding former extremists

and survivors of extremism).

o May have reputational concerns related to esplicit CVE-content or partnerships with

government which may undermine credibility with target audiences.

• Technology and social media companies, as well as creative marketing and advertising

companies, can use their expertise and experience in conceptualising and disseminating ideas onhine

and offline and affecdng or changing attitudes. But:

o They lack the specific knowledge of extremist movements and radicalisation.

5
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o Their primary focus is on core business — especially if they are accountable to shareholders.

This could mean a lack of dme and investrnent in creating counter-narrative campaigns.

o They may have concerns over working in a highly contested and controversial area and/or
considered about working too closelv with governments could impact on brand reputation.

4. Measuring success

The success of counter messaging overall depends ori it being of a scale and quality that is proportional to

the challenge we face: equal to the ISIL propaganda machine in terms of volume, production value, and

speed. At present, combined counter-narrative and alternauve narrative efforts represent a drop in the

ocean compared to ISIL. Measuring this overall impact can only be done through macro-level,

longitudinal measures and indicators, which is difficult but which new technologies are starting to make

possible.

Success should also be measured at a tactical level and used to inform the delivery and impact of

individual carnpaigns. Measures of success at this tactical level will depend on the type of campaign

deployed and where it is situated on the radicalisation spectrum. The aim of downstream interventions —

targeted at broader populations of young people, for example — will not be a change of attitude, but rather

an increase in resilience or inoculation to extremist propaganda. Au intervention further upstream, by

contrast, will be seeking to capture, exploit or spark a ‘cognitive opening’ that cao plant a seed of doubt

or slowly chip away at the certainty of extremist narratives.

A more elaborated outline of tactical and strategic approaches, indicators and tools for measuring success

is inciuded in the Annex.

5. Recommendation for next steps

The success of groups like ISIL is closely liriked to their online propaganda convincing an increasing

amount of yourig people woridwide to join and sympathise with their causc. Counter-narratives and

alternative narratives are vital to prevent this, but at present, the volume and quality of counter- and

alternative narratives is not even close to being delivered at the same scale, quality and proportion as that

produced and disseminated by ISTL There are several major challenges. One is that governments have

limitations in the credibility to directly deliver counter-narratives. At the same time, government funding

and engagement is necessary to support initiatives adequately while providing necessary guidance of

measures to ensure direction, effect and efficiency. Another obstacle is a lack of innovative funding and

collaboration models that take into account the challenges facing each of the relevant stakeholders

mentioned above. Below are recomrnendations for governments, civil society practitioners and tech and

social media companies for how these challenges can be met.

• Govcrnments have the resources and motivar.ion to Fund counter-narrative campaigns. They can

encourage partnerships between civil society and industries, such as tech and social media. Existing

funding mechanisms at EU and national level should be leveraged to a maximum to support

such partnership initiatives. Governments have an important role in making sure this remains a

priority and they are also accountable for how government fundmg is spent and focused on target

audiences. It is important to recognise that governments should not be fronting counter-narrative

campaigns, nor should they have sign-off or influence in the content. It is absolutely vital that

governments use their resources to develop funding models and infrastructures that avoid the ‘kiss of

death’ phenornenon, and are sustainable and long-term, rather than piecemeal and tied to political

cycles. Ultimately, governments need to help to create an infrastructure that is cornrnumty-owned and
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operated, but that is non-governmental in how it operates.’tEU RAN CoE could provide a hub for

exchange of initiatives and ideas alongside other initiatives.

• Tech and social media cornpanies have committed to working in this space in recent years. But

more could be done, for example, through offers of pro bono or discounted use of social media

advertising tools for civil society counter narrative campaigns. Tech and social media

companies could also provide pro bono support with analytic tools that can be used to measure

campaign impact. More needs to be invested in longer-term cooperadon and support. Training of

relevant practitioners in all EU MS could be a useful initiative with greater involvement through EU

RAN CoE and associated initiatives to develop partnerships with the credible voices/civil society

actors to help/support them in their development of counter narrative campaigns.

• Advertising and film production companies should do more to provide pro bono support to

civil society organisations and practitioners in designing effective messages as part of their

corporate social responsibilities. They could also help civil society practidoners understand how

tbey rrieasure the impact of their campaigns, and processes for market-testing with target audiences.

• Civil society organisations are critical countervailing voices against violent extremism and can play

important role in developing and detivering counter-narratives. They are usually the ones who know

most about what it going on with members of the communities and what types of communication

and messages will have appeal. Therefore there is a cail for civil society organisations to become more

pro-active in this space. However, often civil society actors and practitioners lack resources, expertise

and capacity in the digital space to effectively deliver and measure the impact of sustained counter

narrative campaigns. Greater funding from government (sub ject to the recommendation above

on limiting government’s role in sign-off or public association with carnpaigns) and in-kind

assistance by key industry players is needed to support and professionalise civil society

efforts in a way that enables them to take a more strategic view and approach.

• Effective messengers, inciuding ‘formers’ and survivors of extremism can be particularly valuable in

crafting counter-narrative campaigns. However, there are bartiers to their involvement. Many may

not want to have public profiles, or will have full-time jobs and families, and lack resources and time

to vork on creating counter-narratives and alternative narratives at scale. Ways need to be

developed to incentivise and support ‘formers and survivors’ to take part in this_work to a

greater extent: for example, paying ‘formers and survivors’ for their time and work should be

considered where appropriate. Additional offers should inciude access to skifls-developnient

(for example, from tech, film production or advertising companies) and forrns of pastoral

support. Furthermore, voung people may be able to create effecdve content, particularly alternative

narratives, which resonant witb their peers; but many may feel reluctant to vork on CVE specific

campaigns or topics. Grassroots networks of young people should be recruited to generate

content that is more generally related to issues like social cohesion, political activism,

inciuding content that may be critical of government, rather than specific CVE topics.

II For example, ISD’s Innovation Hub, in its initial phases, can serve as one potential model for funding and
supporting couriter- and alrernative narratives: bringing together civil society practitioners and content creators with
the support of rech and social media companies, to provide sustained and strategic long-term support, dissemination

and evaluation.
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6. Role and contribution of the RAN Centre of Excellence

The KAN Centre of Excellence (CoE) — inciudirig the full range of KAN Working Groups, and especially

KAN Communication Narratives Working Group, ‘will play a pivotal role in bringing together

government representatives, civil society practitioners and private sector industries to form innovative

partnerships. KAN CoE will continue to forge and encourage partrierships related to the challenges and

recommendations mentioned above. In that light RAN CoE will:

• Explore ways for frontline practitioners from the public, private and voluntary/community sectors to
partner to tackie radicalisation leading to violent extremism both online as offline using narratives and

communication tools.

• Improve relationships and cooperation bet’veen these different frontline practitioner groups.

• Deliver a series of products for first line vorkers and! or individuals at risk and dissemination of its

lessons learnt, inciuding training programmes for practitioners.

• Deliver concrete support to content creators and disserninators, most likely in the form of videos,

training, knowledge and network connections.

• Involve youngsters to help with the creation of content and exploring dissemination channels.

• Organise peer group exchange of methods and measurement.

• Working together with other related KAN Working Groups such as KAN Education, KAN Victims

and KAN Youth, Families and Communities.

• Provide further policy recommendations to the EU, national and local government from a

practitioner perspective.

8
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Annex: Examples of counter- and alternative narratives

The following examples are ordered according to their target audience and ‘intervention’ in the

radicalisarion process. While some are more up-stream, trying to raise awareness with the general public

and/or influence groups and individuals who are not yet radicalised or at risk, to more down-stream

intervention projects who directly intervene with already radicalised individuals to prevent them from

comniitdng violent acts and de-radicalise them. More examples may be found in the RAN Collection of

Approaches and Practices.

Extteme Dialogue (up-stream)

Launched across Canada in February 2015, Extreme Dialogue aims to reduce the appeal of extremism

among voung people and offer a positive alternative to the increasing amounts of extremist material and

propaganda available on the Internet and social media platforms. A series of short documentary films teil

the personal stones of Canadians profoundly affected by violent extremism; a former member of the

extreme far-right and a mother whose son was kifled fighting for ISIS in Syria. The films are accompanied

by a set of educational resources that can be used vith young people in classrooms or community settings

and are intended to build resilience to extremism through active discussion and enhanced critical

thinking. These resources inciude Prezi presentations and practitioners’ resource packs and are available

via the “Stones” pages in both English and French. Funded by Public Safety Canada via the Kanishka

Project, Extreme Dialogue bas brought together project partners the Institute for Strategic Dialogue,

film-makers Duckrabbit, and the educational chanity Tim Party Johnathan Bali Foundation for

Peace. Extreme Dialogue will also be coming to Europe in 2016, with funding provided for additional

films and educational resources by the European Commission and support from project partners \Vest

London Initiative in the UIÇ Cultures Interactive in Germany and Political Capital in Hungary.

For more information visit: http://extremedialogue.org/

‘Rechts gegen Rechts’ Charity March (up-stream to mid-stream)

The offline and online counter-narrative carnpaign “Rechts gegen Rechts” ight against Right was

launched in 2014 by the Centre for Democratic Culture Zt)K in Germany in support of EXIT Germany

(see above). The campaign uses Neo-Nazi demonstrations and marches across Germany to collect money

for EXIT Germany. For each step the right ving extrernists march duning thei.r gatherings and for the

amount of time they demonsirate overall, local citizens and conipanies donate money to EXIT Germany

to help people leave the night-wing extremist scene. This counter-narrative campaigt was also launched

online by advertising it on the project’s website, on Facebook and YouTube as well as starting an

advertisement campaigns on Twitter through the hashtag #rechtsgegenrechts. The campaign received

vorldwide attention in the news media and received awards which increased the awareness about night

wmg extrernism and donations made to EXIT Germany substantially.

For more information visit: http: / /rechts-gegen-rechts.de/

12 http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/hon,e-affairs/what-we-do/networks/radicalisation awareness network/ra n-best
practices/docs/ran collectiori-aoproaches and practices en.pdf
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Operation Trojan T-Shirt (mid-stream)

The offline counter-narrative carnpaign Trojan T-Shirt was launched by EXIT Gerrnany, a civil society

initiative which tries to encourage people to leave the right-wing extremism scene and assists them during
the process. In 2011, EXIT anonymously donated T-Shirts to the biggest German right-wing rock music

festival organiser with the slogan “Hardcore Rebels — National and Free” which the organisadon
distributed for free at a far-right rock music festival. After the first wash, the T-Shirt Slogan would change

to “What your t-shirt can do, you can too — we help you to leave the right-wing scene. EXIT Germany”.

The campaign reached 250 people directly and received etrensive national and European coverage in the

media. It was one of the most shared topics on social media in 2011. After the carnpaign the number of

people who wanted to leave the right-wing extremism scene tripled, although this number needs to be
looked at cautiously, and private donadons to EXIT Germany increased by 334% in 2011 in comparison

to 2010 13

For more information visit: https:/ /w’vv.voutube.com/watch?v=CSIbsHKEP-8
http: / /www.exit-deutschland.de/english/

Abdullah X Qnid-stream to down-stream)

InitiaUy an offline initiative working with young people at the grassroots level, the Abdullah-X (AX)
project moved online creating a YouTube channel, Twitrer and Facebook profiles and a stand-alone
website to counter the increasing prevalence of extremist content on such platforms. Using targeted
marketing techniques, concise but cornpelling content and an engaging visual style, the AX counter
narrative videos reached over 52,000 viewers (70% from ads), and more than 1 million impressions’ (how
many individuals’ screens the ads for AX content appeared on) in the UK over a 6-week trial period with
direct support provided by YouTube. By addressing contemporary and controversial issues relevant to
young Muslims, the channel bas been able to garner impressive subscripdon, sharing and discussion

figures when compared to other counter-narrative video content online.

For more information visit: http://w’v-w.abduflahx.com/

‘One-to-One’ Online Interventions (down-stream)

The One2One initiative by the Institute of Strategic Dialogue ([St)) brings together a team of former
extremists from across ideologies that are identifying those at risk of carrying out violent acts and directly
reaching out to these individuals online offering to engage in a constructive dialogue. When ISD started

this programme, based on similar efforts in the past, lO% of participants were expected to respond with a
significant proportion of those responses to be negative. Instead, the programme bas resulted in a 590

response rate, with not a single threat or aggressive response. Aithough it’s stil early days, this highlights
the great potendal of this approach. Based on the early success of this pilot programme IS1D is developing

One2One as a mobile app to apply the lessons learned and to ensure that positive voices online can
directly reach young people expressing extremist sympathies at a scale large enough to tum the tide
against extremist recruiters online.

For more information visit: http://www.strategicdialogue.org/includes/One20ne \Veb v2.pdf

13 “Narratives as a Means of Couritering the Radical Right; Looking into the Trojan T-shirt Project”; Dafnos,
.Andrea, 2014, Journal EXIT Deutschland, http:/ /joumals.sfu.ca/jed/index.php/jex/article/view/98/ 126
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Impact measurement

Tactica!, short-te!?» measures

Data such as cicks, views, tweets and follower count can help to provide feedback on daily activities and

tracking individual interactions. Social media analytic tools available on most social media platforms, as

well as those offered by companies like Google or Bitly, can further assess the tactical impact of a

campaign through features such as:

• User Demographics
• User Engagement (e.g. how many people were reached by the campaign and when, how much

did they interact with its content, and projects’ websites and social media accounts)

• Uset Geography
• User Behaviour (e.g. did it spark comments and discussion by those who came in contact with

counter-narratives; was the content shared online)
• Ad Type, Placement, Content and Targeting (e.g. YouTube “in-stream ads”, boosted Tweets on

Twitter)
• Media coverage (i.e. fostering debate on the issue)

New software developrnents are ongoing, many borrowed from digital marketing and the tech industry,

and hold further promise for measuring tactical irnpact. For example, a common tool is ‘Hashtag

tracking’ where the historic and real-time impact of a #hashtag is assessed (e.g. in which context and how

often is it used or retweeted, what responses does it generate, who uses it. This gives direct access to

actionable data and can help to improve Twitter canipaigns and understanding of users’ net’vorks and

behaviour. But going beyond ‘hashtags’, other software — utilising natural language processing and

machine-learning — can measure and analyse a large volume of tweets in real-time, and categorise them

according to theme and sentiment utilising keyvords and phrases that may not inciude hashtags (for

example, as used by the Centre for the Analysis of Social Media, ‘CASM,’ at the London-based think tank

Demos)

Similarly, internal evaluations of counter-narrative campaigns undertaken by the Institute for Strategic

Dialogue shed light on how different promotional and dissernination strategies can impact tacdcal

engagement. For example, driving engagement through paid advertising led to a larger number of ‘hits’,

cicks or views, but of a shorter, more ephemeral duration (e.g. user vatching a counter-narrative video

for less than three seconds). By contrast, organic engagement (which does not involve the ure of paid

adverrisements for dissemination), may lead to far fewer ‘hits’, but evaluations suggest a possible higher

degree of in-depth engagement (e.g. by cornmenting on videos or retweeting posts). The impact of

different disseminarion strategies needs further exploration and ‘A/B testing’ across multiple campaigis —

targeting different audiences, with different messages and approaches.

These tools enable dear measures of on/iie reach and short-term impact, but they are also limited: further

vork is needed to determine whether campaigns have reached intended audiences and or whether they

are changing offline behaviour can remain unclear.

St1-ategiL; /oig-terrn measures

At a strategic level, a successful long-term strategy and proportionate approach to counter- and alternative

narratives should lead to:

11
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• Fewer people supporting extremist ideas online (measured through searchirig, liking, following

and sharing content; and
• More people speaking Out against estremist ideas online;

• More people supporting (by same metrics as above) content that is critical of extremists; and
• Fewer people supporting violent extrernist organisations — for example, by traveling abroad to

fight with or support groups like ISIL.

Longitudinal measures, particularly online, can be used to measure ‘extrernity shift’ in discourse over an

extended period of time:

• Discourse analysis in semi-closed or semi-discrete forums, over a sustained period of time to

deterrnine ‘natural’ level fluctuations and how they are irnpacted by external events. This provides

a baseline control to rneasure the intervention impact against.

• Neti.vork analysis to deterrnine high volume users and map the net’.vork ecosystem, including key

influencers and behaviours of those on the fringes.

This requires large-scale data collection and social listening techniques that are at the cutting edge of

online analysis. But the relationship between online and offline behaviour is stiJl not fully understood.

Moreover, even if these measures are made quantifiable there will remain a question of causality and

attribution: was it counter- and alternative narrarives that had the impact, versus other initiarives,
geopolitical developments, or other factors? Randomised control trials (known as ‘A/B testing’ or ‘split

testing’ in online marketing) and quasi-experimental approaches can help to isolate irnpact.

Finally, answering the relationship between online and offline interaction requires the triangulation of

social media analytic tools with qualitative interviews and / or quantitative online surveys. This is

inevitably be challenging. Securing participation in research from target audiences will depend on vhere

on the radicalisation spectrum they are situated, but the offer of financial incentives (which is customary

in social research) may help. Interviews with ‘formers’ — especially those radicalised in the past few years —

could also help to shed light on the role of counter- and alternative narratives of/me in the process of

deradicalisation.

12
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Further data and resources

• Against Violent Extremism Network (2015), C’oanter-Narratives and Socia/Media , YouTube Video
Available at: hts: / /vw.voutube.com/watch?v=mWw2zeX4Bnv
Also s ee: ht: / /wRv.ainsbiolenrextremism.org/

• Against Violent Extremisrn Network (2015), Creativii in Cou,,terI\Tarratives, YouTube Video
Available at: https: / /www.voutube.com/watch?v 1HhR b1GD24
Also see: http: / /www.againstviolentextremism.org/

• Against Violent Extremism Network (2015), What is a Counter-Na,rative?. YouTube Video
Available at: https: / /v.voutube.com/watclv=Wf2SXTwrGQ
Also see: ht: /

• Aly, Anne (2013), The po/4y reJponse to horne-groivn terorisrn: reconceptualising Preveii and Re.ri/ience as col/ective
resistance,Journal of Policing, Intelligence and Counter Terrorism, Vol 8 (1)
Available at: http: / /www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/ 10.1080/18335330.2013.789594

• Archetti, Cris tina (2013), Narrative lVair: Understanding Terrorism in the Eni of Global Interconnectedness. In:
A. Miskimmon, B. O’Loughlin, and L. Roselle (eds) Forging the World: Strategic Narratives and
International Relations (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press)

• Ashour, Ornar (2010) On/ine De-Radica/iation? Coutiteiizg Vio/ent Extremist Na,ratives: Messcge, Messenger
and Media Strate,i, Terrorism Analysts, Vol 4 (6)
Avaiiable at: http: / / rerrorisrnanalvsts.corn/pt/index.php/pot/article/view/128

• Blanquart, Gabrielle and Cook, David M. (2013), T,vitter Injinence and Oenmiatine Perceptions of Extremist

Support: A (‘ase Stad3 of Geert lVi/ders, Australian Counter Terrorism Conference/Security Research
Institute Conference
Available at: http:/ /ro.ecu.edu.au/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?articlelO2l&context=act

• Briggs, Rachel and Feve, Sebastien (2013), R.evie1v of Pvgrams to Counter Narratives ofÏ7io/ent Ex!remism,
Institute for Strategic Dialogue
Available at: ht: / 1 .pdf

• Briggs, Rachel and Frenett, Ross (2014, Foreig, Fighters, the cha//enge of counter-na,’atives, Policy Briefing,
Institute for Strategic Dialogue
Available at: http://wwi.v.strategicdia1ogue.org/Foreign Fighters paper for website vO.6.pdf

• Grossrnan, Michele (2014), Disenchantments: connterteivr narralives and convivia/i!y, Critical Studies on
Terrorism, Vol 7 (3)
Avaiiable at: http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/absJ 10.1080/17539153.2014.937097

• Kruglanski, Ane \V. (2014), Psjcholqgy Not Theo/ogy: Overcomin,g ISIS’ Secret Appeal , E-International
Relations
Available at: http:/ /www.e-ir.info/20141 10/28/psvcbologv-nottheologv-overcorning-isis-secret-
appe/

• Miles, Tim (2015), Ha/al? Ha! LOL an examination of Mus/im on/ine comedj as counter-narrative, Comedy
Studies
Available at: http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/l0.1080/2040610X.201 5.1085177
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• Pizzuto, Michael (2013), A/ter-Messagiug: The &edib/e, Sijstainable counterter,v,ism Sirate , Policy Brief,

Center on Global Counterterrorism Cooperaon
Available at: ht: / /globa1center.org/-content/up1oads /2013/05/201 3Mav2 Pizzuto Finail .pdf

• Schmid, .Alex P. (2014, ./1/-Oaeda ‘r “Single Na,rative” and Attempts to Develop coun/er Na,7atives: The State
of Kîzow/edge, Research Paper, International Centre for Counter-Terrorisrn, Available at:
ht:/ /wvw.icct.n1/down1oad/ file/AP-Schmid-A1-Qaedas-Single-Narrativeanuanr-2014.pdf

• Welby, Peter, Comerford, Milo and El-Badawy, Emman (2015), L’,side the Jihadi Min& Understandin,g
Ideology and Pivpaganda, Centre on Religiori and Geopolitics, Tony Blair Faith Foundation
Available at:
ht: / /tonvblairfaidfoundation.org/sites/default/files /Inside%20the%2Tiladi%20Mind.pdf

• Winter, Charie (2015), Docurnenting the T/irtua/ ‘Ca/zphate’, The Quilliarn Foundation
http: / /www.guilliamfoundation.org/wp /wp-content/uploads /publications /free/doçumenting-the
rwa1-caliphate.pdf

• Winter, Charlie (2015), The J7irtua/ ‘ca/iphate Understanding Is/arnic State r Propaganda Strategy, The
Quifliarn Foundation
Available at: http: / /wwv.gui11iarnfoundation.org/wp/wp-content/uploads /pubhcations /free/the
virtual-caliphate-understanding-islamic-states-propaganda-strategv.pdf
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Van:
Aan:
Cc:
Onderwerp:
Datum:
Bijlagen:

All

Art. 10 lid 2e
Art. 10 lid 2g
W II [-orum: Preparatory L)iscussIons - Agenaa
donderdag 22 oktober 2015 17:57:35
IAerid251022doc

We look forward to seeing you all on Tuesday for our EU IT Forum preparatory discussions

focusing on countering violent extremism online. An agenda is attached.

Registration will start from 09:15. We suggest you bring the agenda with you to present to

security.

The meeting will take place at the Centre de Conférence Albert Borschette (Room 1A), Rue

Froissart 36, Brussels. A link to the map can be found here:

httos:/ConferenceCentreAlhertBorschette:

1f you have any questions, please not hesitate to contact us.

Kind regards

Art. 10 lid 2e

European Commission
DG Migration and Home Affairs
Unit Dl - Terrorism and Crisis Management

Art. 10 lid 2e

2





-
EUROPEAN COMMISSION
DIRECTORATE-GENERAL MIGRATION & HOME AFFAIRS

Centre Albert Borschette Rue Froissart 36 1040 Brussels

PREPARATIONS FOR EU IT FORUM: AWARENESS RAISING SESSION
Countering Violent Extremism:Online Communications

27 OCTOBER 2015 (10:00-16:30)
Centre de Conférence Albert Borschette — Room 1A

AGENDA

09:15-10:00 Registration and coffee

10:00-10:20 Introductions

10:20-10:50 Scene Setter
> Presentation by Vox-Pol

10:50-12:00 Internet Companies’ Presentations
> Industry to advise on how their sites can best be used and to set

out what they can offer in relation to supporting counter/alternative
narratives online.

12:00-12:30 Questions and Answers

12:30-14:00 Lunch

14:00-14:30 EU Internal Security Fund
> Presentation by the Commission on the decentralised funding

mechanism.

14:30-14:50 RAN Centre of Excellence Presentation
> Key findings from the RAN@ on how to deliver alternative

narratives online.

14:55-15:10 Coffee

15:10-15:30 SSCAT Presentation
> Key findings from the SSCAT on Member States’ challenges and

requirements in this area.

15:30-16:15 Moderated Discussion on challenges and solutions

16:15-16:30 ConclusionslNext Steps
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10 I_ 2e

RE: Invitation EU IT Forum workshop “Countering Violent Extremism: Onlie Communications” 27 October
2015, Brussels

Art. 11 Lid 1

IAt 10 Lid 2e

Van: lArt. 10 Lid 2e
Verzonden: maandag 19 oktober 2015 10:57
Aan Art. 10 Lid 2e
CC:
Onderwerp: RE: Invitation EU 1T Forum workshop “Countering Violent Extremism: Onlie
Communications” 27 October 2015, Brussels

Art. 11 Lid 1

Sent with Good (jjood.com)

From:I’” 10 Lid 2e
Sent: maandag 19 oktober 2015 9:26:53
To: Art. 10 Lid 2e
Cc:
Subject: RE: Invitation EU IT Forum workshop “Countering Violent Extremism: Onlie
Communications” 27 October 2015, Brussels

Dag

Graag even via mij.[ geaat op miin verzoek mee. COM nodigt industrie uit, neem
ik aan. Dat was de vorige keer, toen Art. erbij was, ook zo.

10
Groet Lid

2elArt. 10 Lid 2e

Van: lArt. 10 Lid 2e
Verzonden: maandag 19 oktober 2015 9:23
Aan Art. 10 Lid 2e

lArt. 10 Lid 2e

Onderwerp: FW: Invitation EU IT Forum workshop “Countering Violent Extremism: Onlie
Communications” 27 October 2015, Brussels

Art. 10
Dag Lid 2e is dit afgestemd met de industrie? Lijkt ook voor hen bedoeld, of in ieder
geval relevant. Art. 10

Lid 2e

Van:
Aan:
Onderwerp:

Datum:
Bijlagen:

maandag 19 oktober 2015 10:59:19
imaoe00l.onci

Sent with Good (\‘v .Lxood.eom)



From: lArt. 10 Lid 2e
Sent: vrijdag 16 oktober 2015 10:00:32
JArt. 10 Lid 2e

Art. 10 Lid 2e
Subject: FW: Invitation EU IT Forum workshop “Countering Violent Extremism: Onlie
Communications” 27 October 2015, Brussels

T. 1.

Met vriendelijke groet,

Art. 10 Lid 2e

Ministerie van Veiligheid en Justitie
Directie Strategie en Bedrijfsvoering
Turfmarkt 147 1 2511 DP 1 Den Haag
Postbus 16950 1 2500 BZ 1 Den Haag

It 10 Lid 2e

LYw.nctv.nI

Van: lArt. 10 Lid 2e
Verzonden: vrijdag 16 oktober 2015 10:00
Aan: Art. 10 Lid 2e

Onderwerp: RE: Invitation EU IT Forum workshop “Countering Violent Extremism: Onlie
Communications” 27 October 2015, Brussels

HoilArt. 10 Lid 2e1
Art. 10

Ik zal samen met . hier naartoe gaan.
Lid 2e

Groet lArt. 10 Lid 2e1

van:IArt. 10 Lid 2e
Verzonden: maandag 12 oktober 2015 12:01
Aan: Art. 10 Lid 2e

Onderwerp: FW: Invitation EU IT Forum workshop “Countering Violent Extremism: Onlie
Communications” 27 October 2015, Brussels

Gaat een van jullie van PDCT?

Met vriendeiijke groet,

Art. 10 Lid 2e

Ministerie van Veiligheid en Justitie
Directie Strategie en Bedrijfsvoering
Turfmarkt 147 1 2511 DP 1 Den Haag
Postbus 16950 1 2500 BZ 1 Den Haag

Art. 10 Lid 2e



www.nctv.nI

Van: jArt. 10 Lid 2e
Verzonden: maandag 12 oktober 2015 12:01
Aan:Art 10 Lid 2e
Onderwerp: FW: Invitation EU IT Forum workshop “Countering Violent Extremism: Onlie
Communications” 27 October 2015, Brussels

Groet

IA. 10 Lid 2e1

From: Vrt 10 Lid 2g
Sent: donderdag 8 oktober 2015 12:46
To: Art. 10 Lid 2e

E Art. 10 Lid 2e lArt. 10 lid 2g
10 Lid 2g lArt. 10 Lid 2e

lArt. 10 Lid 2g
Subject: Invitation EU IT Forum workshop “Countering Violent Extremism: Onlie Communications”
27 October 2015, Brussels

Dear CI Focal Points,

Pleasefind attached an invitation signed bylArt. 10 Lid 2e IDG HOME, to the EU
IT Forum workshop ‘Countering Violent Extremism: Online Communications” which will be held

in Brussels, Belgium on 27th October from 9:30-16:30. The aim is to share expertise and
exchange practical experiences and initiatives to empower civil society partners to increase the
volume of alternative narratives which challenge and counter terrorist propaganda found online.

In addition to industry representatives, we would like to bring together representatives from
each MS’ Ministry of Interior orJustice as well as representatives from civil society groups within
each MS. Could we please ask you to cascade the information to the relevant interlocutors in
your MS? Please note that the Commission can cover travel arrangements for up to 3
participants per MS (we would therefore suggest one official from the Ministry and two from
civil society).

To register, please fili in your details on the following website:

lArt. 10 Lid 2g

We look forward welcoming you at this important event.

Kind regards,

EU IT Forum team



European Commission
Directorate-General Migration and Home Affairs
Unit Dl: Terrorism and Crisis Management

Art. 10 Lid 2e

Help save paper! Do you really need to print this email?

Dit bericht kan informatie bevatten die niet voor u is bestemd. Indien u niet de
geadresseerde bent of dit bericht abusievelijk aan u is toegezonden, wordt u verzocht dat
aan de afzender te melden en het bericht te verwijderen. De Staat aanvaardt geen
aansprakelijkheid voor schade, van welke aard ook, die verband houdt met risico’s
verbonden aan het elektronisch verzenden van berichten.

This message may contain information that is not intended for you. 1f you are not the
addressee or if this message was sent to you by mistake, you are requested to inform the
sender and delete the rnessage. The State accepts no liability for damage of any kind
resulting from the risks inherent in the electronic transmission of messages.



Ref. Ares(2015)4166765 - 08/10/2015

EUROPEAN COMMISSION
DIRECTORATE-GENERAL MIGRATION AND HOME AFFAIRS

Directorate D: Security
The Director

Brussels, 0 8 OCT. 2015
home.d. 1(2015)4612884

To EUFocaI Points
Seni by enzail

Subjcct: Invitation to Preparatory Discussions of the EU IT Forum
Countering Violent Extremism: Online Communications

Dear Madam/Sir,

1 arn grateful to those of you who participated in our discussions on reducing
accessibility to online terrorist content on the 24thi July. As mentioned, as part of our
eft’orts to address terrorists’ use of the internet, we also want to explore what more we can
do to empower civil society partners to increase the volume of alternative narratives
which challenge and counter terrorist propaganda found online. We would therefore like
10 invite you to the following event:

EU IT Forum Preparatory Discnssions

CVE: Online Communications

Policy Officials, Clvii Society and Industry Reprcsentatives

27 October 2015 — 9:30-16:30

Centre Borschette
Rue Froissart 36, B-1040 Brussels

Discussions will focus on sharing expertise and exchanging practical experiences and
initiatives. We also want to discuss the needs of civil society partners with a view to
equipping thern with the necessary skills and ability to improve their online
communication and boost the volume and impact of alternative narratives, Industry
representatives will be invited to set out what technical assistance and training they can
offer in this regard. We would like Member States to consider what incentives or forms
of support they can offer to their civil society partners.



We would like to bring together a representativc from each Member State’s Ministry of
Interior or Justice as well as representatives from civil society groups within each
Member State. A copy of this invitation will also be sent to the RAN and SSCAT to help
ensure that this invitation reaches the relevant stakeholdcrs. We are particularly keen to
hear the RAN and SSCAT’s experience and advice on this matter.

An agenda will be sent out nearer the time, bui. in the meantime, we would he grateful if
you could come prepared to speak about efforts within your Memher State to tackie this

issue; the challenges as you see them; and those arcas on which you would like the
Forum to focus and what deliverables you expect.

Interpretation facilities will be provided for in Enalish, French, German, Italian, Dutch
and Spanish.

Please register by providing your name and contact details (email, organisation, date of
birth, nationality, ID number, ID expiry) of your representative(s) by email to

Iï0ildlhnewstrave1.eu by 141h October 2015.

Pleasc note that the Commission can provide travel arrangements for three
representatives from each Member State. The Commission will not be able to
reimburse the costs of travel arrangements made directly by the participants.

For gueries on the content of the meeting, please contactiArt. 10 lid 2e
Art. 10 Lid 2e

For administrative issues please contact lArt. 1 0 Lid 2e

E:IArt. 10 Lid 2e

The agenda will follow in due course. The Commission is looking forward to your
participation at this important event.

As with the meeting on the 24 July, these discussions will feed into the preparations for
the official launch of the EU IT Forum scheduled for 21 December, which will be hosted
by Commissioner Avramopoulos, and to which your ministers will shortly be invited.

Yours sincerely,
Art. 10 lid 2e

Flectronically signed nu 07/10/2015 16:24 (UTC.02) in accordance with article 4.2 (VaIicty of e]ectronic documents) ofCommission Decision 2004/563


